
Hello!

LESSON OBJECTlVES

Structures
to be singular: am/is
Subject pronoun: I
Possessive adjectives: my/your
to be questions: What's ... ?

Functions
Say Hel/o!/Hi!
Introduce yourself: I'm/My name's ... .
Ask someone's name: What's your name?

Vocabulary
Everyday phrases: Hel/o! Hi!
Other: and, name

Optionalextra materials

3 Act - Further practice:some(e.g.8-10) large
pictures from magazines/newspapers of famous
characters familiar to your Ss. (You can use these
pictures again in Lesson 3.) If you haven't got any
pictures, write the names of 8-10 famous characters
on large (A4) sheets of paper.

Background information·Hel/o/Hi: Both words can be used at any time of
day or night. Hel/o is appropriate in all situations.
Hi is often used in informal situations.· Po /p":}u/:Po is a fat panda who becomes a kung fu
warrior. He is the hero of the 2008 animated film
Kung Fu Panda.·Hagrid /'hregndJ: Hagrid, a half-giant, is
a character in the Hany Potter book series written
by 1. K. Rowling. Hagrid is the 'Keeper of Keys
and Grounds' and the 'Care of Magical Creatures'
teacher.· Spider-Man /'spaId":} mren/: Spider-Man began
as a comic-book superhero in 1962 and has been
adapted for TV, film and video games. Spider-Man,
Peter Parker, has superhuman strength and reflexes
and can stick to most surfaces.· Tin Tin /'tm tm/: Tin Tin, or Tintin, is a young
Belgian reporter and traveller, helped in his
adventures by his faithful dog, Snowy /'sn":}ui/.
The Adventures oj Tin Tin was originally a series
of comic books that began in 1929 and has been
adapted for film and theatre.· Shrek IIrek/: an animated film character, Shrek is
a fearsome green ogre living in isolation in a swamp.
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Getting started
· Greet the class and introduce yourself (Hel/o! My

name's ... .). Do this four ar five times. If necessary,
translate into Ss' own language (LI). 3.
(1\ .
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a) Posluchajnagrania i przeczytaj wypowiedzi.· Ask Ss to look at the picture on page 6. Use Ss' LI

to ask questions and encourage them to talk about the
picture, e.g.
How old do you think the chi/dren are? Where do you
think they are? Are they happy? Do you like dogs? Have
you got a dog? Whats a good nameJor a dog?· Read out the instruction and check Ss' understanding.· Play the recording and ask Ss to point to each speech
bubble in their books as they hear it. Play the first
recording (not paused) two or three times for Ss to listen,
read and point to the speech bubbles.
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b) Sluchaj i powtarzaj.· Play the second recording (paused) two or three times for
the whole class to listen and repeat.· Play the recording again and ask individual Ss to repeat.
If possible, each S should say at least one of the speech
bubbles.
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Everyday phrases· Ask Ss to read and repeat the phrases after you several

times.· Each S says Hi! or Hel/o! to their neighbour. Do this
round the class in a chain drill so that every S has a tum
and practises both phrases, e.g.
S1-S2: Hel/o!
S2-S1: Hi!
S2-S3: Hel/o!
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Look and learn
· Read out Banjo's speech bubble. Explain that Banjo

helps Ss with grammar.· Ask Ss to read the Look and leam box and repeat the
phrases after you.· Write I'm ... . lam... . on the board. Point out that the
apostrophe in the short form (I'm) shows that a letter is
missing.· Ask Ss to read the speech bubbles on page 4 again. Ask
Are there long or shortJorms in the speech bubbles?
(Short forms: name's, I'm, What's). Explain that we
usually use the short forms in speech and the long forms
in writing.
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2 Speak· Read out the example dialogue two or three times with
individual Ss taking the part of B.· Ask pairs of Ss to read out the dialogue for the class to
hear.· Ss work in closed pairs, reading out the dialogue and
taking tums to be A or B. Go round and monitor the
activity, paying particular attention to the use of short
forms.
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· Ask Ss to look at the pictures of the famous characters.
Encourage them to tell you what they know about the
characters, using LI. Ask them which of these characters
they like best.· Ask Ss to look at and repeat the example dialogue after
you.· Ask pairs of Ss to act out the dialogue, choosing to be
one of the characters.· Ss work in closed pairs, acting out the dialogue. Go
round and monitor the activity, paying particular
attention to the use of short forms.
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Further practice· Bnng some large pictures of famous characters to the
lesson. Give each picture to one of the Ss. If you haven't
got any pictures, wnte the names of 8 or 10 famous
characters on large (A4) sheets of paper and use these
instead of pictures.· Ask pairs of Ss in tum to come to the front of the class
with their pictures. Each pair holds up their pictures for
the class to see and acts out the dialogue, pretending to
be the characters.· Redistnbute the pictures and repeat the activity with
different Ss.
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4 Game
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Explain that in this game, Ss have to remember all the
names which have previously been said.· Demonstrate the game. Ask the class to look at the
picture. Ask four Ss who are sitting next to each other to
be Rosie, Jess, Robert and Jamie. These four Ss then read
out the example sentences.· Ss then play the game in a chain dnll round the class,
using their own names. Some Ss might like to use
English equivalents of their names. If a S forgets a name,
the rest of the class can help.
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S ~I031'ffiL,Np 'he Name Rap· Reassure Ss that they are not expected to memorise the

new words in the raps. Encourage them to guess the
meaning of any new words or, if necessary, translate
them for the Ss.· Ask Ss if they like listening to raps. If so, encourage
them to tell you about their favounte raps.
Ask Ss to point to each line in their books as they hear it
on the first recording. Play the recording for Ss to listen,
read and point.
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· Ask Ss to listen and join in as you play the second
recording.· Divide the class into two groups. Play the third
recording. Group A repeats the boy's lines (Guy) and
Group B repeats the girl's lines (Di, short for Diane or
Diana). The first line of the rap is the boy's line and then
the speakers altemate. Groups A and B change roles and
do the activity again.
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